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Abstract To outline a set of recommendations on the
management of pediatric cases who requiring airway surgery in the context of COVID 19 pandemic. A set of recommendations have been prepared based on National and
International published scientific literature and recent
updates on COVID 19. These has been implemented in our
tertiary care centre. Due to the evolving nature of COVID
19 and existing knowledge gaps, these recommendations
may have to be revised periodically. The incidence of
COVID 19 is very low (1–5%) in the pediatric age group
with relatively good prognosis. Pediatric airway surgeries
should be restricted to emergency cases only. The decision
of postponement of the surgical cases should be taken by
the team of senior pediatric airway surgeons. Flexible
laryngoscopy should be avoided. Foreign body cases
should undergo a computed tomography scan to avoid
diagnostic bronchoscopies. All the measures should be
taken to prevent direct contact of aerosol so powered
instruments should not be used unless mandatory. Protective draping method should be adopted to prevent aerosol
exposure. As paediatric airway surgeries are aerosol generating procedure where the risk of contracting COVID 19
by the surgeons and support staff is very high, we suggest
recommendations to prevent the contact with infected
aerosol. We assure these recommendations are easy to
follow and can impact good quality outcome during this
pandemic crisis.
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Introduction
The number of positive or confirmed cases of COVID 19
are much lesser in paediatric age group as compared to
adults [1]. Only 2% of patients were under 19 years of age
and 0.9% under 10 years of age out of 44,672 confirmed
cases in a Chinese series [1]. In a Korean series, 4.8% of
patients were under 19 years of age [2]. 1.2% of patients
were younger than 18 out of 22,000 confirmed cases in
Italy [3]. And, in the United States, only 5% are children
out of 4000 confirmed cases were found [4]. The prognosis
of COVID 19 is good in paediatric population as no death
has been reported so far in Italy or China [3, 5–7].

Methods
Various publications and articles were reviewed to know
about current clinical practice guidelines for COVID 19. A
set of recommendations has been prepared based on
National and International published scientific literature
and Recent updates on COVID 19.
These have been implemented in our tertiary care center.
Due to the evolving nature of COVID 19 and existing
knowledge gaps, these recommendations may have to be
revised periodically.
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Results
These recommendations have been made to help other
pediatric airway surgeons to manage airway cases, however, this can be changed during this pandemic crisis
though this can be changed later due to the evolving nature
of COVID 19 and available evidence. As we know that
airway surgeons are at high risk of contracting COVID 19
due to the high concentration of the virus in nasal cavity,
nasopharynx and oropharynx. A precise set of recommendations has been documented here which is based on the
available evidences and literature [6, 8–12] on COVID 19
at present. There should be a designated team which is
thorough with all safety precautions and must be able to
perform these procedures with maximum efficiency and
safety. Pediatric airway surgeries should be restricted to
emergency cases only. The decision of postponement of the
surgical cases should be taken by the team of senior
pediatric airway surgeons. Flexible laryngoscopy should be
avoided. Foreign body cases should undergo CT scan to
avoid diagnostic bronchoscopies. All the measures should
be taken to prevent direct contact of aerosol so powered
instruments should not be used unless mandatory. Protective draping method should be adopted to prevent aerosol
exposure.

Only urgent or emergency cases should be taken on
priority to prevent morbidity or mortality. All children and
parents should undergo COVID 19 testing prior to the
procedure and should be quarantined till discharged. Designated core COVID Airway team of limited members who
can perform Airway procedures efficiently and quickly
should be involved. Experienced Senior Surgeons, Anesthetist and senior staff should be involved in the procedure.
Complete case discussion should be done among the team
prior to patient mobilization into the theatre and before
donning to prevent communication problem while using
PPE. Precaution should be taken to prevent aerosol generation in all surgical cases. Continuous suction system
should be kept near the operative field. Use of electro
cautery, powered instrument, drills, coblation device,
monopolar tip, microdebrider and laser should be avoided
as much as possible. If those are required to be used then
PAPR (Powered Air Purifying Respirator) mask should be
used. Specific surgical draping (see through plastic drapeFig. 1) should be opted to cover the child in all aerosol
generating procedures.

Discussion
Precautions to Prevent Infection
COVID 19 testing should be done prior to all the surgical
cases. All cases irrespective of age with unknown COVID
status should be considered as positive. Cases should be
postponed if it is not urgent or can be manage conservatively. Surgical mask should be provided to all children
presenting with symptoms of upper airway infections.
During Examination of oral/nasal cavity in OPD: PPE
(Personal Protective Equipment-N95 mask, water impermeable gown, disposable gloves, disposable cap, face
shield and shoe covers) is highly recommended to prevent
any aerosol contact while examining oral or nasal cavity of
a child with unknown COVID 19 status.
Planning for Surgical Cases
Cases should be categorized as follow:
Elective,
Semi elective,
Semi urgent,
Urgent/emergency.
Fig. 1 See-through plastic drape covering the endoscope to prevent
aerosol generation while insertion or removal of the instruments
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Extubation should be done under the plastic drape to
prevent droplet contamination.
Flexible Laryngoscopy
Flexible laryngoscopy should be avoided if child is stable.
If performed, complete PPE should be worn. Diagnostic
flexible laryngoscopy for foreign body should be avoided.
A CT scan can be taken for the same to confirm foreign
body. Flexible laryngoscopy can be performed with full
PPE in case of repeated extubation failures. Nasal cavity
should be irrigated with betadine solution (5% Betadine
solution, dilute to 0.5% in 1:10 ratio) prior to the procedure. Care must be taken to sterilize the equipment properly after the use.
Direct Laryngoscopy/Bronchoscopy
Direct laryngoscopy/bronchoscopy is considered as a highrisk procedure as it is an aerosol generator as well as
prolonged open ventilation procedure. Video laryngoscope
should be preferred. Sterile transparent/plastic drape/see
through protective box with surgeon’s arm holes (Fig. 2)
should be covered over child’s head to prevent aerosol/droplet contact. Instrument handling should be done
under the drape to prevent contact with droplets.

Continuous close suction should be kept in hypopharynx
for continuous suctioning if required. Avoid direct visualization of the surgical field. Direct endoscopic evaluation
should be done while performing bronchoscopy. Optical
instruments with endoscope and camera should be used in
case of foreign body removal. Removal of the instruments
from larynx/bronchus should be done slowly to prevent
droplets shedding in the surroundings. Care must be taken
to keep all the instrumentation under the plastic drape.
Drape should be removed with utmost care and with
inward folding from all the margins to keep dirty/infected
side in.
Tracheostomy
Preferable site should be OR (Operating Room) rather than
ICU (Intensive Care Unit). Elective tracheostomy should
be avoided as long as 21 days * post intubation. Once
procedure is started the door of the theater should remain
closed till the procedure gets over.
* tracheostomy may be performed between 14 and
17 days in high prevalence areas to reduce the burden on
ventilators and as early as 10 days in patients with neuromuscular disease.
Only cuffed, non-fenestrated tracheostomy tubes should
be used. One circulating sister should arrange heat moisture
exchanger (HME) with viral filters beforehand. Patient
should be completely paralyzed to reduce risk of coughing.
Try to use surgical ties (if needed bipolar) rather than
diathermy to prevent virus containing plumes. Every effort
should be made not to pierce the cuff of endotracheal tube
while giving the tracheal incision. Pause and inform
anesthetist of readiness to open trachea. Pre oxygenate with
PEEP then stop ventilation and turn off flows before giving
incision over trachea. Clearly communicate to cease the
ventilation before opening the trachea. Attach syringe to
tracheostomy cuff tube for instant inflation of cuff.
Immediately inflate tracheostomy tube cuff once tube is in
place. Insert inner tube with attached HME with prompt
attachment of circuit. Resume ventilation once circuit is
connected. Confirm positioning of tube with ET CO2
(avoid auscultation to prevent contamination of stethoscope). Secure tube with ties and sutures. Use appropriate
dressing. Immediately doffing at designated zone of disposal is mandatory.
Tracheostomy Care
Use only in line closed suction circuits all time. Cuff
should not be deflated. Do not change the dressing unless
frank signs of infection are noticed.

Fig. 2 See-through protective box with the surgeon’s arm hole for
instrument handling
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Precautions During Tube Change
Delay first tube change to 7–10 days. Wear full PPE
(Personal Protective Equipment). Perform same sequence
of pause ventilation before deflating the cuff. Immediately
insert the tube, inflate the cuff and connect the circuit.
Always use cuffed non-fenestrated tube unless patient is
negative for COVID 19. Further tube change can be
planned according to the patient’s condition. Cuff can be
deflated if patient is found negative for COVID 19.
Nasal Foreign Body
Emergency and critical (button battery) foreign body
should be removed to prevent complications. Nose should
be decongested with cotton pledgets rather than nasal
anesthetic sprays. Endoscopic assisted removal should be
done. Foreign body should be removed under the plastic
see through cover to prevent droplets contact.
Airway Reconstruction Surgeries
Open airway surgeries can be avoided if patient is tracheostomized. Endoscopic procedures should be preferred
in acute airway compromised cases over tracheostomy or
open reconstruction surgeries. COVID 19 testing should be
performed prior to open airway procedures. Single stage
procedure should be preferred over double stage to avoid
tracheostomy and post tracheostomy care for longer
duration.

Conclusion
As paediatric airway surgeries are aerosol generated procedure where the risk of contracting COVID 19 by the
surgeons and support staff is very high, we suggest recommendations to prevent the contact with infected aerosol.
We assure those recommendations are easy to follow and
can impact good quality outcome during this pandemic
crisis.
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